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Abstract 
A model of pitch perception, called the Spa.tial Pitch Network or SPJNE'I' model, is 
developed and analyzed. The model neurally instantiates ideas front the spectral pitch nwd-
cling literature and joins them to basic neural network signal proceBsing designs to simulate 
a broader range of percc~ptual pitch data than previous spectral models. 'I'he cotnponcnts 
of the model arc interpreted as peripheral mechanical a.nd neural processing stages, which 
arc capable of being incorporated into a. larger network architecture for separating rnultiplc 
sound sources in the environment. 
'I'he core of the new model transforrn0 a 0pectral representation of an a.co11:stic so11rce 
into a. spatia.! distribution of pitch strengths. 'fhe SPINET model uses a wc~ight;ed "har-
monic sieve" whereby the strength of activation of a given pitch depends upon a weighted 
surn of narrow regions around the ha.rrnonies of the norninal pitch value, and higher ha.r-
rnonics contribute less to a pitch than lower ones. Suitably chosen hannonic weighting 
functions enable cornpnter sinrulations of pitch perception data involving rnistuned cornpo-
nents, shifted lra.rmonicB, and various type:; of contim1ous Bpectra including ripplnd noiBe. 
lt is shown how tire weighting function:s produce the dominance region, how they lead to 
octa,vc shifts of pitch in response to a.mbiguou:; :;timuli, and how they lead 1.0 a. pitch region 
in response to the octa.ve-spa.ccd Shepard tone complexes and Deutsch tritones without the 
usc of attentiona.l rnecha.nismr; to lirnit pitch choices. An on··centcr oJl'-:smTmliHl network in 
the rnodel helps to produce noise suppression, partial masking and edge pitch. Finally, it is 
shown how peripheral filtering and short term energy measurements produce a model pitch 
estinrate tha.t is sensitive t.o certain cornponent phase relationships. 
PACS numbers: tJ:J.GG.Ilg 4:J.66.Ba 
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I Introduction and Overview 
A fundmnental problem of auditory perception is the identification and separation ofnntltiple 
acoustic som-ecs. Such a process enables human listeners to perceive and recognize the 
contents of discriminable auditory streams, in a. process ca.llecl auditory scene analysis by 
Bregman (I 990). 'I' he process utilizes a. variety of cues including synchrony, hannonicity, a.nd 
binaural timing a.nd intensity information to a.ssign acoustic components to the a.ppropri<rte 
auditory stream. 'I'his article describes a model for generating a spatial representation for 
the pitch of an acoustic source tha.t can be na.tma.lly embedded in an a.rchitecturc~ for source 
separation. 
'I'hc Spatial Pitch Net, or SI'INE'I', is a. type of spectral "pattern matching" rnodc.l, 
briefly reported in Cohen, Grossberg and Wyse (1992a,b). The input to the pitch clet(~Cting 
module is a. spectral representation, and the output is a function a.croBB pitch. Other models 
that transform a. spectral representation of the signal to a pitch representation include the 
pitch rnodels of Goldstein (HJ?:l), Wightman ( l.97:l), and 'l'crha.rdt (1972). The SPJNI•;T 
rnodcl properties simulate rna.ny significant pitch perception data for reasons similar to thoBe 
of the spectral models rncni;ioned above, whose fonna.l kinship has been dcrn(m:,;tratcd by 
de Boer (1976) (sec Appendix A for a :ournrnary of data. addressed by difFerent rnodels). 
Despite the forrna.l similaritic:o, each of the spectral model:,; suggest a. difFerent mccbanisn1 for 
implementing what turns out to be similar functions of pitch. Wightrna.n (197i)) cornputcs 
the peak in a. cosine Fourier tra.nsfonn of a. Brnearcd spectrum. The process <Uli1logous 
to smearing the spednun is accomplished in the Goldstein (I 97:l) nwdel by perturbing 
tlw signal frequency components with noise. A ha.rrnonic tern plate rna.tchin,e; r>roccss then 
produce:,; the n1ost likely pitch. In the 'I'crhardt (1972) model, input cornponents have 
"virtual pitches" at subharmonics. When clill'ercnt con1.poncnts have virtual pitche:o tha.t 
coincide, the strength of the virtual pitch is increased. T'his process is sirni.la.r to increasing 
the pitch :otrength when rnultiplc harmonic components fall through holes in the sieve of a 
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hannonic template. 
A key cornponent .in each model is a 0et of filters with bandwidths that scale with the 
filter center frequency and which spread or randomize the ultirnate efFect of a component 
across frequency. One difference between Goldstein's Optimal Processor model and the other 
models is that the Goldstein model is not deterministic. 'J'he frequency sca.ling function is the 
variance of a normally distributed noise process given the input frequency. 'I'he model then 
produces a maxim urn likelihood estimation of the pitch using an idealized harmonic tern plate. 
Wightman's bandwidth-scaling filters model the peripheral auditory Jlltcrs, and a.re intended 
to approximate the resolving powers of the basila.r rnembrane place coding. A cosine Fourier 
transfonn measures the periodicity in the spectra] representation to prodnce a. deterministic 
pitch function. 'I'hc spreading function in 'I'crharclt's model is the "coincidence interval" 
pararneter which determines the contributions to a. pitch made by nearby subha.nnon.ics of 
dif!'crcnt input components (Terhardt, Stoll and Sccwann, l982a). 'J'o surn up the functional 
relationships between the ma.xinurrn likelihood est.irnator and the dct.cnninisticpit.ch strength 
models, the snwaring of the effect of spectral conrponents (whether by a noise process or by 
the spread of activation) determine a pitch function (whether a probability density or an 
activation level) with various modes that. (explicitly or irnplicitly) arc the result of different. 
harnronic nurnbcr as~igrrrncnts to the peaks in the spcct.ra.J representation. These components 
will discussed in rnore detail in the context of the Spatial Pitch Network. 
II SPINET Structure 
The stages of the SPINE'J' rnodel are surnrnari~ed in Figure 1. The input to the rnoclel is 
computer generated sound sarnpled at a. rate of Hi kHz. All sounds were 25 rns in duration 
including a 5 rns raised cosine onset and offset ra.rnp. 
[Figure 1 about here.] 
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A. Model Equations 
The pressure variation at the oval window of the cochlea initiates a traveling wave along the 
basila.r membrane (von Bc)l«\sy, 1928) and produces a rnaximal displacernent at a position 
along the basilar membrane as a function of frequency. H.igh frequencies produce their 
nmximurn displacement near the basal end of the cochlea, low frequencies near the apex. 
Each point along the membrane can thus be considered as a bandpass n:r.echanical frequency 
filter. 
The processing stage modeling the mechanical filtering of the basilar n1ernbrane (Figure I, 
stage 2) consist;; of a bank of bandpass filters, each with a frequency response approxirnating 
a. fourth-order Ga.nrnratone filter (Holdsworth ct a!., 1988; Patterson ct al., 1988): 
GT(f) = [1 + .iU- {i)/b(f;)]\ (1) 
and irnplcrnentcd as a cascade of four first-order digital HHers where f; is the center frequency 
of the ith filter, and b(fi) controls the bandwidth of the filter as a function of center frequency 
as described in I•;q. :1. 'J'he complete set consists of 512 filters with center l'rcquencic\S spaced 
evenly in Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (EH.B) units (Moore and Glasberg, 198:J) frorn 
50 lh to 5kHz to cover the extent of the "existence region" for residue pitch (Ritsnra, 19Ci2). 
Following Moore and Glasberg (198:3), the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of 
the filter centered at a frequency f, is a. function of the filter center frequency: 
EJW(fi) = 6.2:110-6 /? + 93.3910--:Jf; + 28.52. (2) 
Holdsworth cl a!. (1988) showed that if the power passed through the fourth-order Cam rna-
tone Jilter is set equal that passed by a rectangular filter with gain one, then the bandwidth 
paranreter b(fi) is related to the ERB by 
b(f;) = ERB(f;)/.982. 
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Equation 2 implies that such filters above 1 kHz have bandwidths that arc approxinmtely 
a constant percentage of their center frequency, and becornc relatively wider as the center 
frequency becomes lower. 
The output of the filter bank is measured to derive a spectral representa.tion of the signa.] 
using the equation 
Y(f;, n) = BB(J;)(~- e-13)1/2 t 
1=1 (
n ) "f>:2(J:, n- tl.(i + j))c·Gi 
,1=1 
where x(f;,n) is the signal passing through the Ganunatone filter with center frequency f: 
at time n, f)= 8.637 x lo-a, 6. is the sarnpling period fixed throughout at l/16000.scc, a.nd 
N = 80 =· 5m.s/ 6. is the avewging window length. Input sound levels were chosen so that 
rna.x; Y(f:, n) is the sanw for all sounds. By Eq 4., Y(.f:, n) is a m.easurc of the square root of 
the power passed through the filter centered at that frequency rnnltiplied by an exponential 
tirne window which decays to half its rnaximurn over approximately ;) rns. 'l'bis measure is 
averaged over a 5 nrs window in each filter to yield the spectral input (Figure I, Stage il) to 
the next processing layer. The function B13(.f;) is a lumped rnoclcl of processes contributing 
to a broad bandpass effect on the contribution offrequency regions to pitch which is assmnecl 
to include the outer and nriddle ear transfer function (Da.dson and King, 1952) a.s well as the 
phase locking capabilities of 8th nerve neurons. Unlumping these prOJWrties would add to the 
cornplexity of tlH~ rnodel without having a substantial clfcct on the sirnula.ted rc~sults. 'I'his 
stage (Figure L, Stage 4) is thus modeled in the frequency domain by the gmnrna function: 
BB(.f;) = sfi exp( -.s.f;) (5) 
where .s ~, .001 producing a peak gain at I kHz a,))(] a. region between :JOO liz and 2 klh that 
is flat within a :3 dB range. 
The next stage (Figure 1, Stage 5) models cooperative interactions across nearby fre-
quencies and competitive interactions a.cro;;s a, broa,der frequency band of the aven1gcd power 
spectrum Y(f:, n). Interactions fall off with distance as the Ganrrnai.onc function of Eq. l. 
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Thee inhibitory region is larger than the width of the excitatory region, and both scale with 
the ERB of the channel. The power spectrum of the Garnmatonc function with center 
frequency j; and a bandwidth proportionality factor of o: .is 
(6) 
where b(f;) is as defined in Eq. 3. 'l'hc result of the cooperative-competitive interact.iono is 
(7) 
where J; is the center frcc!l!CllCY of the channel, and ii,ex = A and "in = .6 define the excitatory 
and inhibitory region:; as a constant proportion of the EJUl of the frequency channel. The 
area of of the excitatory region (A,x(f;)) and that of the inhibitory region (A,n(./i)) is defined 
to he the sum of the Eq. 6 function values taken over the center frequencies of the filter bank. 
Although each inhibitory region is wider than tha.t of the excitatory region centered a.t the 
same frequency, the two regions a.re nonnalized in Eq. 7 to be equaL 'I'lnm, if the power 
spectrum measured from the peripheral filter bank is flat, then the output frorn this layer is 
zero across the frequency spectrum. Equa,tion 7 models the equilibrium response of neurons 
organized in an orH:cntcr off-surround anatomy. H is assmned tha.t the nemons track the 
inputs fast enough to remain in approximate equilibriurn with them. 
'J'hc nexl, two :;ta.gcs carry out a weighted (Figure l, Stage 6) harrnonic :;mnrnation 
(Figmc L, Sta.gc~ 7). The pitch strength P is a. smn of non negative spectral strengths S', 
weighted by the cli:;ta.nce between the norninal pitch p and the frequency of the harmonic 
rnp, as m 
l'(p, n) = I;[S(rnp, n)]+h(m), (8) 
where 
{ 
T [x]+ = .. 
() 
for :r: > 0 
otherwise. 
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and 
{ 
1 - M log2(m.) forM log2(m) < J 
h(rn) = 
0 otherwise. 
8 
(9) 
Para.rnetcr M in Eq. 9 determines the slope of the Jallo!I with harmonic nurnbcr rn that a 
harmonic makes to the strength P oJ pitch p, and has the value .M = .15 in our simulations. 
The output of the network is taken to be the pitch that has the strongest activation 
level; that is, the "best fitting funclaJnental" is taken to be tba.t pitch p which rna.ximizc:; 
the output function P(p, n). When modeling experiments where the pitch responses were 
restricted to a given region, the pitch is taken to be the maximal pitch in that region. A 
winner-take-all operation, which can be irnplement.ecl by an on-center off-surround feedback 
network (Grossberg 1D7:l, 1988) or another contrast enhancing competitive neural network, 
can be used to select the maximally activated pitch. 'l'lw combination of filter (8) followed 
by a contrast-enhancing operation is a specialized case of a competitive learning, or self· 
organizing feature n1ap, neural network (Carpenter and Grossberg, I 991; Grossberg, 1976, 
1982; l<ohonen, 198~J), again solved at equilibriurn with respect to tlw current inputs. Some 
further assun1ptions will also be suggested below as a way to interpret the infonnation acro:;s 
the entire pitch function. 
B. Implementation 
The computations were pcrforrncd by three :;cpa.ra.tc programs; one for the Garnmatonc filter 
bank, another for the energy and the last for the pitch cornputation including the on-center 
off'..ourrouJHl convolution. All prograrno were written in C and run on a. tirnc-sha.recl Sun 
Spa.re-10 workc;tation. For 25ms soundt: sampled at 16kHz, 512 frequency channels a.nd 200 
pitch channels, the computation tirne:; were Filterbank: :).5 seconds, Energy: 1.2 fiCConcls, 
l'itch: . 7 seconds, each including input/output file read/write tirnc. 'I'he rnodcl usco only 
local J'eedforwa.rd network interactions that will run in real time when irnpkmented as a chip. 
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III Model Components and Other Models 
A. Peripheral Filters 
A comparison of the peripheral frequency spreading functions followed by the template rnatch 
in both the SPINET' and the Optirna.l Processor rnoclcls clarifies the differences between 
a mechanistic and an information theoretic theory. 'I'hc interpretation of the peripheral 
frequency spreading effect represents uncertainty about the precise frequency of a stimulus 
component in the Optimum Processor theory, and a deterministic spatial weighting function 
in the network model. In the SPINET model, the peripheral spreading functions as part of a 
pitch rnatching template. In the statistical model, the Gaussians do not function as part of 
Ow template, but in.stead represent the uncertainty of the frequency of an input component. 
'l'hc template is matched to the perturbed signal wherein the contribution of a tone to a pitch 
falls ofF with the Euclidean distance between the noise perturbed Vme and nearest tcrnplate 
conrpoucrli, location. 'l'he Optirnunr Processor prod trees a pitch with the rnaximurn likelihood 
given the uncertainty of the input, or rnore generally, produces a, probability density function 
across pitch. 'J'he SPlNET model produce;; a continuous, spatially organiY-ecl, "strength of 
activation" function of pitch. 
'I'hc Optimal Processor and the SPINI•:'r ruodel predict a oirnilar multirnodal distribution 
of possible pitch rnatches. Ln both rnoclf~ls, the difFerent mocleo correspond to cliffercnt 
estimates of the harrnonic numbers assigned to the conrponcnt:>. ln order to compare the 
dcterrninistic rnoclels to statistical models or statistical performance data, the activation vs. 
pitch function rnust be related to a probability density fmrction of a random decision variable. 
Hontsma (1979) used one snch technique to compare the models ol' 'I'crhardt (.1974) and of 
Wightman (1973) with Goldstein's rnoclel. He used the relative heights of the rnain moclcc; 
in a region of the deterministic pi1.eh activation functions as their relative likelihoods, with 
non-peak regions considered to have 2ero like.lihoocl. The pitch function was then nornMJiy,ed 
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so that the smn of the heights was one, to yield something analogous to a discrete probability 
density function. 
J\il.any rnoclels of pitch use a broad bandpass function near the periphery that ha.s been 
variously interpreted as representing the spectral-dorninance phenomenon (Terhardt c/. a.l., 
1982a.), or as represent.ing the transfer function of the outer and rnidclle ear together (Medclis 
and Hewitt, 1991), or the invc·~rsc of the minim urn audible pressure (MAP) threshol cl function 
(eg., Yost and Hill, 1979). 'I'he shape of this weighting runction bears an inverse relationship 
to the tone frequency JND function, which is used as partial justification for tl1e shape 
of the function relating the variance of the noise distribution to frequency in Goldstein's 
pitch rnodel. Despite the different rnechanisrns suggested, the shape of the function plays a 
similar role and is used to address the same data, particularly dorninance region data., by 
the different rnodels. 
B. On-center Off-surround Interactions 
Yost and llill (1979) introduced the usc of lateral inhibition into the pitch rnodcling literature 
in their Peripheral Weighting Model. 'J'hey were primarily concerned with rnocle.ling the 
pitch of anharmonic rippled noise which is produced by subtracting Gaussian white noise 
frorn itseH delayed by an interval T. The spectrum has peaks spaced by 1/T, which in a log 
frequency representation bccorne closer together at higher frequencies. 
'fhey showed that a "dornina.ncc region" ernpha.siY-ing the spectrum in the neighborhood 
of 4/T produced the best pitch predictions for the this kind of noise. They used the center-
surround rnechanisrn with bandwidths proportional to their center frequencies a.s a. rn.cans of 
inhibiting frequencies above 1/T without the model having to know a. priori the value ofT. 
In terrns of the center frequency J of the filters, the lateral interactions used to !it the pitch 
data were about l/6f for the excitatory region, and an inhibitory region extending another 
l/6f beyond the excitatory region. The siy,cs of the center-surround interactions agree with 
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those found in physiological studies of the cat cochlear nucleus (Bilsen ei a!., 1975) a.nd 
psychoa.coustically in humans (Iloutga.st, 1977; Shannon, 1976). 
The on-center off-surround lateral interactions (Eq. 7) play several irnportant roles in the 
SPlNJ,;'r rn.odel, one of which is to attenuate the DC level of activation in the spectral layer. 
Consider pink noise with constant power per octave. Since the excitatory and inhibitory 
regions are of equal Mea., the spectral representation used to derive pitch has a constant 
~ero level of activation. A pitch rnodel that surns spectral regions near harrnonics that does 
not control for noise in sornc ana]ogous fashion would be biased toward lower fundarnent.a.ls, 
since their harmonics become more closely spaced in the regions of high noise density. 'The 
effect of incorporating surround inhibition is to flatt.cn t.he pitch response to noise. 
'I'hc center-surround mechanism also serves to increases the effective resolution of the 
spectral representation, rnaking pattern rnatching pitch detenninations possible where they 
would not otherwise be. 'I'hc excitation pa.tV;rn (the output. from. Stage <1, Figure I) for 6 
harmonics of 100 lh between 1000 and 1500 lh is shown in Figure 2(a.). 'J'hc output of the 
center-surround processing is shown in Figure 2(b), where all but the cornponent a.t 1100Hz 
arc rcpresc;ntccl by a clirotinct peak in the rcprcscmt.ation. 
Also visible in Figure 2(b) is the increased weight afforded the cxtrcn1e frequency com-
ponents of this stimu.lus relative to the rniddlc cornponc;nt.s. 'l'his a. "partial masking" cf[cct 
which is explicitly incorpora.t.cd by another rnecha.nism in the model of 'fc;rharcH, Stoll a.nd 
Sccwa.nn (1982a.). 'I'hc "dominance" of outer conlpOm'.nts in frc~quency discrirnination for 
both individual components and the pitch of the complex when low harmonics are rnissing 
ha.s also been suggested by Moore, Gla.sbcrg and Shailer (1984). This edge enhanccrncnt of 
the spectral contour is also responsible in the model for t.hc "edge pitch" associated with the 
filter cutoff frequencies of narrow bandpass noise (Bilscn, !.977; Fast!, 1971). 
[Figure 2 a.bont. here.] 
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C. Harmonic Summation 
The "harmonic sieve" (Duifhuis c/; al. 1982; SchefFers, 19S;J) is a kind of ternplate matching 
where the "holes" in the sieve have a rectangular shape around each harrnonic of a. pitch. 
That is, an input component either contributes to the pitch or it does not, depending upon 
whether or not it is close enough to a hannonic of the pitch to fall through the sieve. l\lloore 
c/: a!. (1985) rneasured the influence of a harmonic on pitch by rnistuning the cornponcnts 
one at a time, and observing the dFect on the shift in the pitch of the complex. As a single 
cornponent in a harmonic cornplex is mistuncd, the perceived pitch of the cornplcx begins to 
shift at Jlrst in the sarnc direction a.s the component. As the component is rnistuncd beyond 
:.l% of its original frequency, its effect on the pitch begins to dirninish and the pitch shifts 
back toward its original .fo (Figure :l). When the component is rnistunecl by roughly 8% of its 
original frequency, its effect on the pitch is negligible. Moore el al. (1 985) suggested that if a 
harmonic sieve is operating, one possible explanation of these data is that a component docs 
not fall through the sieve in an ali-or-none fashion. [n the SPINE'!' nrodd, the frequency 
;;prcacling clue to the energy measure of the Garnrnatone filters (Eq. 1) followccl by the 
punctate tcnrplate (Eq. 8) is c~qnivalcnt to using spectral peaks and a sieve with gradual 
skirts around the ha.rrnonic:s and is responsible for the gradual effect on the pitch as a 
hannonic is shifted. 
[Figure ~l about here.] 
A problern arrscs rn models that give equal weight to all lra.rmonics of a funda.rrrcnta.l 
because they predict equal pitch strengths (or likelilroocls) for all subba.nnonics o[ that 
fundamental. Additional rncclranisms arc needed to explain how even the pitch of a single 
tone is unan.rbiguously perceived. 'fhis problcrn occurs in the Opti.rnunr Processor theory 
where the rncan sqmr.recl error used to cva.luate the fit between a ltannonic template and a 
stirnulus gives the sa.m.e result for a nornina.l pitch value and all its submultiples because the 
compone.rrts of a tern plate with a given spacing are a subset of the cornponcnts of all tern plates 
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with submultiple spa.cings. The SPINET model without the harmonic weighting function 
(so tha.t h(n) == 1 in Eq. 8) exhibits such a response. 'l'his can be seen in Figure 4a., which 
shows the pitch activation clue to a single input tone at l kHz with peaks equally prominent 
at all subharmonics. In Goldstein ct al. (1978), two mechanisrm are consiclerecl which would 
help prevent the subha.rrnonic: match. One is to restrict the number of ha.rrnonics that could 
contribute to pitch so that lower pitches would not be predicted by high cmrrporrcnts. 'l'he 
other is to restrict the ra.nge of pitches included in the template rnatching process. 
[Figure 1 a.bout here.] 
Gerson and Goldstein (J 978) elaborated tlri~ second method by introducing a.n a priori 
expect.ation into the Optimum Proce~sor theory. 'l'his prior expectation, cine to cxperirncn-
tal conditions and subject biases, is presurnecl to correspond to a. rcct<mgular di~tribution 
determining the upper and lower bounds of pitch perception. Given thi~ rectangular a. priori 
expectation, the model cornputes a. rnaxi.murn likelihood estirnatc evaluated over the region 
within the bounds of the expectation. 
In the SPlNE'f rnodel, a~ in 'l'erlrardt, Stoll and Scewann (1982a.), it is assumed that the 
greater the ratio of a. COJnponent frequency to a norninal pitch va.ltH', the less the contribution 
the componcnl. rna.lws to that pitch. The SPlNET rnodel uses a decreasing function, linear 
in log frequency. ·ro the extent Ural. frequency is representee! neurally as a tOJlOI,opic rna.p, 
this model property represents a. dccrea.sing dFect of cells on each other with distance a.c.roso 
the map. 
Jn re~ponsc to a. harrnonic cornplex or single tone stimulus, the weighted network rnode.l 
produces a. unique rna.xirnurn in the pitch activation function <\t the pitch corrcspo.nding 
to the periodicity of the stimulus. Figure ,lb shows the output of the rnodel using the 
decreasing weighting functions, in response to a. single tone at 1000 lh. No additional 
ai.(.enl.ional mccha.nisrn is required for the model to respond unambiguously with the pitch 
at the frequency of a single tone or harmonic cornplcx. For single \.ones, this mecha.nisrn 
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is consistent with the the fact that the range of possible pitch percepts is a pTiori much 
wider than a single octave. This is not to deny that frequcncy-specillc attentional e!Tects a.re 
somctirncs operative, for exarnple in detecting signals in noise (Dai, Scharf and Buus, 19()1 ), 
or in hearing pitches that correspond to the minor modes of the activ<rt.ion function, but in 
the absence of such active attcntional focusing, the default "expectaUon" is assumed to be 
essentially unbiased. 
D. The Dominance Region 
'J'hc dorninance region is that pa.rl, of the spectnnn where components have the strongest 
inlluencc on pitch. It is a function of both the frequency of the input cornponentt: a.nd 
fundamental frequency (Plornp l 967; Ritsrna., 1967). ln terms of the Optirnunr Processor 
theory, the dorninance region is the spectral region where two cornplcxes differing slightly in 
fundarnenta.l frequency arc tnost discrinrinablc (Goldstein, .197il). 
'I' here arc two diJicrcnt kinds of errors predicted by tire t:hapc of the CJ If function (Figure 
5) in the rnoclcl contributing to its account of the dominance region. One kincl of error is due 
to pitches in the t:econda.ry tnodcs of the ])robahility density function which are the ret:ult 
of a.ssigning the wrong harmonic nurnbers to the noise perturbed signal. 'J'his type of error 
becorncs tnore likely a.s ha.rm.onics bccorne more closely spaced in log frequency (as ha.rrnonic 
nunrbcrs increase). The other kind or error is caused by pitches in the rna.in rnode of the 
probability dcn;;ity funcl.ion, but where the varia.nce i;; hig!t due to the low ])recision of the 
cornponent frequency estirnatc;; at low ami high frequencies. 
[.Figure 5 about here.] 
For funda.mentaJs below 300 liz, resolution improves as ha.nnonic munbcrs increase un-
til their frequencies reach the peak in the resolution curve of Figure 5, thereby partially 
offsetting the degradation in perfonna.nce due to the closer component spacing for the low 
fundarnenta.ls. For high fundamentals, as harrnonic numbers increase, the wide cmnponcnl, 
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spacings imply that their frequencies quickly surpass the peak in the resolution curve, thereby 
causing a. faster dctcriation in pcrfonna.ncc. 
'I'hc SPINET rnoclel shows a sirnilar pattern relating harmonic mmrbcr to pitch strength. 
For low fundamentals, the function first increases with harmonic nurnber because the band-
pass function (Equation 5) increases with cornponent frequency faster than the distance-
dependent harmonic weighting function attenuates the contribution to pitch. For high fun-
darnentals, even low-order har.rnonic contributions to pitch are attenuated by both the band-
pass function and the harmonic weighting fundion (Equation 9). The efFect oF the unimodal 
(J j J function in the Optimal Processor theory is thus analogous to the efFect of the bandpass 
function in the SPIN J~T model. 
Since the slmpe of the pit;ch 1\nrction resernbles the shape of the probability density 
function produced by the Optimum Processor, it is interesting to consider interpreting the 
deterministic nrodcl statistically for comparison. lloutsrna (1979) did this with the rnodels 
of Terharclt (1972, 1973) and Wightman (1973) by taking the perce.nt correct in performance 
as the ratio of the height of the main pitch nwcle to the surn of the heights of all the rnodes 
within a roughly half-octave "attentionaJ" barrel around the nnin rnodr~. 
vVben the SPJNI•;T nrodel is analyY-ed in this way, it does not produce a fundarnenta.J.-
frequcncy dependent variation in percentage correct a.B i;, seen in the cla.t.a, and predicted by 
Ure Optirmrrn Processor. 'I'his io because the entire pitch strength [unction, [or a given pair 
of stirnulus conrponcnt:o with fixed ha.rnronic numbers, ocaJes ao:oss funda.rncntal frequency 
while leaving the shape (that is, the rclalivc heights of the modes) invariant. One rncthod 
we arc exploring to preserve the fo dependence of the strength function, discussed above in 
the context of the clorninance region, is to add a, constant level or noise across frequency to 
the pitch function before tal<ing the rnaxima.lly activated pitch as the model output. 
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IV SPINET Simulations 
A. Pitch Shifts with Component Shifts 
When harmonic components Un = n/0 , n = 1, ... ) are all shifted by a. constant amount, 6, 
in frequency so that they rna.intain their spacing of }o, (fn = nfo + 6, n = 1, ... ), tlw pitch 
shift in linear frequency is slower than that of the cornponent;; (Patterson and Wightrna.n, 
197G; Schouten cl a.i. 1962). 'I'ypical data ;;how an ambiguous pitch region at ;;hift values of 
6 = lf0 , l = .S, 1.5, 2.5, ... where the most connnonly perceived pitch junrps down to below 
the value of f0 . Figme 6a r;hows the pitch of components spaced by .fo c~ 100Hz as a. function 
of the lowest component's ha.nnonic ll\IITrbor, I. When tho shift value 6 is near a harmonic 
of .fo (6 = lf(1, l = 0,1, 2, ... ),then the pitch is una.rnbiguou;; a.nd near 100Hz. 
[Figure G about here.] 
'I' he model's correspondence with these data. (Figure Cib) is due to the gradual reduction 
in the contribution a corrrpmrent rna.kco to a pitch as it ir; rnistunccL cornbined with the c:IFcct, 
of Jilters whose widths arc a.pproxirna.tely constant in log coordinates l'or high frequc~ncics. 
As the conr.ponc~nts shift together in linea.r frc~qucnc.y a.wa.y from ha.rrnonic:it.y, the higher 
conrponents move into the shallow skirts of the filters centered a.t Jrannonics of the original 
nomina.l pitch frequency nnrch rnorc slowly than do tlw lower conrponcnL::;, thereby slowing 
the ::;hift away fronr the original pitch. For (,lw sarne reason, as the lowest stirmilns conrponent 
incrca.;;co in harrnonic nnmbcr, all components a.re nwving through hroader filters, so the 
slopes of the pitch shift become less steep, as can be r;ecn in both the da.ta. a.nd the rnodcl 
output in Figure G. 
B. Pitch Shift Slopes with Component Shifts 
One of the rnain findings of Patterson and Wightman (HJ76) was the dilfercnce in the r;lopc of 
the pitch shift between .low and high fundamentals as the components shift. while rna.intaining 
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their spacing in linear frequency (Figure 7a). The slopes r:onverg_ cas lower cornponents arc 
. . 
removed. Figure 7b show;: a plot of the slopes found in the model measured at the point where 
components are harmonic. 'J'he difference in slopes for the two fundamenta.l frequencies is 
clue to the region of dominance induced by the combined effect of three weighting functions: 
the BB (Eq. 5) broad bandpass function, the harmonic falloff (Eq. 9) giving more weight to 
low-order harrnonics, and the inhibitory interactions (Eq. 7) which, being of roughly constant 
width in log frequency, inhibit the higher frequency components rnorc than the low. 
[Figure 7 about here.] 
'l'hese weighting functions arc insufficient to cxpla.in the entire data set. When the 
slope of the least-n1ea.rt-squares best fitting straight line through all the pitches is measured, 
including those in Uw ambiguous regions, then the model produces too little difference in 
slopes between the different .fi1's (Figure 7c). 'fhcrc arc several possible explanations for the 
disparity between the model mca.surcmcnts when the ambiguous region is included, and the 
data of Patterson and Wightman (1976). 
1) Combination tones. 'L'hc "second cll'ect of pitch" is that when the shifting stimulus 
consists of lower frequency cornponents, the shift of the pitch is steeper than when it con;;ists 
of higher frequency components. The addition of the / 1 ·- n(/1+1 -· / 1) combination tones 
(Goldstein, 1967) arising frorn the peripheral interaction of two succcssi ve components, would 
be exac-tly at the frequencies in the equ<d spa.eing pattern of tlw Patterson and vVightma.n 
(1976) paradigm., albeit at lower levels. T'hcir effecl; is thus easy to predict and, as noted by 
many authors (e.g. Srnoorcnburg, 1970), would indeed be Lo mal<c the slopes grea.tc.r. By 
the SPINE'I' rnechanism discussed for the first efFect of the pitch shift, the addition of lower 
components would increase the slope for the shift in the rnoclel as welL 
2) Secondary Modes. The slopes measured by Patterson and Wightrnan (1976) wert; 
the slopes of mean pitch rnat.ches made by the ;;ubjects. ln the anrbip;uous region, there are 
rnore rnodcs in the pitch function whose strength rivals that of the rnain mode. Above the 
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fundamental, the secondary modes arc higher than the main mode; below the fundamental, 
the secondary modes are lower. If subjects matched to these secondary mocles in the am-
biguous region, the mean pitch would be further from the rnain rnode a.ncl thus the slopes 
would be stc~eper in the arnbiguous region. 
3) Grouping effects. In his doctoral dissertation, cle Boer (1956) suggesi.ed that the 
"second effect of the pitch shift", the systematic decrease in the slope of the shift as lower 
components are clirninated from the signal, could be clue to a preferential weighting given to 
the lower cornponents. Without considering cornponent groupings, it docs not scerrr logical 
tha.t the cornponcnts that are shifting the fastest out of their harmonic relationship with 
the re;,t of the component;, (measured as a percentage shift from their harmonic frequency) 
should be the ones to be accorclecl the most weight. Furthermore, the cmrcnt model explain;, 
the ra.tc of the shift using the fact that the higher cornponents rnove through the frequency-
scaled Garnrnatone filters rnore slowly than do the lower components, thereby rnaintaining 
their contribntion to pitches ncar the spa.cin.g frcqnency at higher shift values than do the 
lower cornponcnts. 
Howevc~r, conrplcxcs in the arnbiguous region often sound like rnultiplc wurc:es. lf there 
exists a separate grouping process with the capacity to separate the influence on pitch of 
d iffercnt frequency regions of I. he peripheral (in this ca0e 0pectral) rcpreoenl.ation of Ure signal, 
then the pitch being primarily influenced by the lower tones would rnovc faster than il. docs 
when it is forced to take into account all frequency regions of the pc'.riphcral rc'.prescnta.tion. 
'J'he addition of such a grouping rncchanisrn to a larger architect nrc containing the SPINE'l' 
rnoclel would thus produce better estimates of the shift slopes in the ambiguous region, while 
leaving the good performance of the rnodcl ncar harrnonic regions intact;. 
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C. The Tritone Paradox 
Deutsch (l992a, 1992b ), has investigated a phenomenon called the tritone paradox. Stimuli 
arc composed of sinusoicls spaced by octaves with a raised cosine a.mplituclc envelope across 
the entire range of hearing. In musical notation, notes spaced by a.n octave have the same 
pitch class (the same na.rnc, e.g. C#), which is suggestive of their perceptual similarity. 
Thus, perceptually fused cornplcxes of octave spaced components have a. clear pitch class, 
but an ambiguous octave cle;;ignation. Shc~pard (1961) found tha.t, when presented with two 
oucccssive stimuli of different pitch classes, the interval that subject:; identified wa:; tba.t 
corresponding to the shortc:;t clii:ita.nce between the two pitcb claoscs. Thus, the interval 
C-G was hca.rcl as descending 5 scmitoncs rather than as ascending 7 sernitones. Indeed, 
Shepard found that when a. sequence of these octavc-cornponcnt complexes is presented 
which repeatedly traversed the scrnitone scale, pitch appears to ascend endlcs;;ly in a kind 
of barbcrohop pole i.llusion, despite the octave equivalence of notes spaced by 12 semi tones. 
When the interval between two such cornplexcs is exactly haJJ an octave ( a "tritone" 
m rnu;;ica.l terminology), proximity obviously cannot be used to judge the diwction of the 
interval In fa.ct, Deutsch found strong intn1.-subjcc:t con:>istency of the judgrnents depending 
upon the pitch clas:; of the tone;;. For tritoncs based on half the pitch classes, the intervals 
were heard as a:>ccnding, while intervals based on Ure other half were heard as deocending. 
These data are consistent with the explanation that pitch juclgnrents arc all taken to be 
within a single octave, which is the behavior exhibited by the SPIN i':'l' rnodd, as well as 
the Virtual Pitch rnodel ('I'crhardt, Stoll and Seewa.nn, l982b), in response to ouch stirnuli. 
Figure 8 shows the SPINE'I' rnodcl's circularity of the judgments with pikh class. Tbe efFect 
is due to a. cornbina,tion of the broad ba.ndpa.ss function (F:q. 5) and th(~ faLling harrnonic 
weighting function (Eq. 9). If, for cxarnple, only the broadband filter were operative a.nd 
all harmonics were weighted equally, then the lowest possible subrnuHiple of the compo-
nents would always be the chosen pitch. 'I'he cornbinat.ion of the two mechanisrns results 
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in all pitches occurring within an octave that is centered below the peak in the amplitude 
envelope of the stirnulus, and well above the lowest possible pitch (Figure 8). A tritone in-
terwll that spans the discontinuity in the pitch function of Figure 8 produces nomina.! pitch 
values that clescend, while the sa.rne interval comprised of pitch classes that do not span 
the discontinuity produces norninal pitch values that ascend. 'I'he variability that. Deutsch 
found between :oubjects can be explained in rnodel terms by the rna.nipulation ol' the BB and 
harmonic weighting functions (Eqs. 5, 9). Srnall changes in the pararneters governing these 
functions shift the octave region of rnaxirnal pitch response;; without substantially afFecting 
the response to other pitch :otimuli. 
[Figure 8 about here.] 
D. Rippled Noise Spectra 
Noise with a. rippled spectru.m is also capable of producing a pitch sensation. One such 
spectrum i;; produced by sun11ning Gaussian white noise with it;;elf delayed by an interval T. 
'fhe average spectral power density is 
rp(j',T,g) = 1 + gco;;(2rr/T), (1 0) 
where g is the gain pararneter applied t.o the delayed signal (Bilsen and H.it.srna, 1970) . 'J'he 
re;;ult. is often referred to as Co.s+ noise, and has peaks separated by 1/T. For Cos+ noise, 
the peaks are at harrnonics of the frequency corTesponcling to the reciprocal of the delay T, 
and a. pitch is induced at this frequency. 'J'he SPINET' response is shown in Figure 9a. 
lf a delayed white noise signal is subtracted frorn itself, the result is Cos- noise which 
has an average power spcctrurn density of 
¢(./, T,g) =I - g cos(2rr./T). (lJ) 
'I'he Co.s·-- spcctrurn is thus seen to be a shifted ver:oion of the Cos+ spectrum with a. shift 
value equal to l/(2r). 'I'hese rippled noise stimuli produce a pitch sensation similar to the 
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residue pitches induced with tones at the locations of the noi0e peaks. Specilica.lly, the Cos-
spectrum produces an ambiguous pitch that is generally matched to .9/T and LI/T (sec Yost, 
Hill and Perc~-Falcon (1978) for a rc.view). T'his should not be surprising, as the peaks are in 
the sa.me locations as the tones in the "arnbiguous region" discussed in Section A. Figure. 9 
shows the SPINET model response to rippled noise which shows peaks near .9/T and I .1/T, 
the location of the rnost frequently matched pitches. 
[Figure 9 about here.] 
E. Pitch of Narrow Bands of Noise 
von Bckcsy (196:l) reported that pitches could be observed corresponding to the upper and 
lower edge:; of an octave band of noise between 400 and 800 lh, a.nd made the analogy to 
Mach bands at lurninancc edge:; in vi:;ion (Mach, 1865). Small and Danilo!f (1967) u:;ed 
noise for matching with cutofF frequencies in a region an octave above or below the test 
stinmlus. T'hey found that low and highpass lill.ered noise could invoke a pitch sensation 
corresponding to the noise edges when the cutofF frequencies were as high as 10 klh for both 
low and highpass noise, and as low a.s 80 Ih for high-pass noise and GOO lh for lowpass 
noise. When the bandwidth of the noise is less than approxirnatcly 1/5 octave, the pitch is 
heard to be ncar the center of the band of noise (Fast!, Hl7l), and only at larger bandwidth;; 
do pitches begin to show at the edge;; of the noise. Figure 10 shows the response of the 
SPINE'f rnodel to bands of noise created by surnming randomly spaced sinusoids (Bpaced 
by an average of 2 H~) with random phase in bands cc~ntcrecl at 500 Jh, with bandwidths of 
1/10, I /5 and 2/:1 of an octave. 'J'he pitch functions are averaged over ten trials. 'T'hc rnodel 
chooses the locat.ion of the maximum as the pitch on each trial, and individual trials tend to 
ha.ve one dominant peak even when the average function shows a peak at both noi0e band 
edges. 
[Figure 10 about here.] 
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F. The Dominance Region 
It has long been known that certain harmonicr: have more influence on pitch perception tha.n 
others. Ritsrna (19G7) and Plomp (1967), using a r:inrilar experimental procedure, r:howed 
that the region of the 3rd, 4th and 5th ha.nnonies is dominant in detcnnining the pitch of a. 
harmonic complex. Plornp presen1;ed subjects with two stimuli A and Bin ouccct~sion, where 
12 
!l = L cos('hrnjt) (12) 
n='! 
ancl 
m !2 
B = L cos[27rn(0.9f)l.] + L cos[2nt.(L1/)!.]. ( ]:.l) 
n=l m+l 
Plomp asked oubjects whether the pitch of B was higher or lower than of A. ll..eoponscs were 
plotted as a. function ol' rn, the cut-off nurnber for harrnonics above which hannonics of B 
were mistunecl up, and below which they were rnistuned down. For fundarnent.a.l frequencies 
above 1400 lh, r:ubjects reported that the pitch of B was lower than A for all rn; tha.t is, 
even when only one cornponcnl. was lower, the pitch was perccjvc~d as rnovinp; down. For 
lower funda.rnent.a.ls, ?n. could be a.s high as 5, and the~ pitch of 13 wa~> otill iclenUJicd as being 
higher. Since for lower fundamentals, the direction that the :lrcl, 4th and 5th ha.rrnonics were 
tuned clct.crrnincd which wa.y the pitch was heard a.s rnoving, theoc harrnonics became known 
as constituting the "dornina.nce region". 
'l'he SP LNE'l' rrrodd predictions for the dorninance region can be ~>ccn in Figure 11 for 
fundarnenta.l frequencies of 100 and 1100 Hz. 'J'he plot. shows the pitch strength function in 
response to the l'lon.rp (UJG7) stirnulu:o 13 for 5 different values of m between I and :J. The 
two peaks are centered around the funda.nrc~ntaJ frequency of stirnuluo A. l;'or the J 00 Hoo 
funda.rnental, the pc)a.k on the lower side of A cloco not approach the value of the peak on the 
high side until m. > 11, while for 11100 liz, the peak on the lower :oidc is rnaxima.l for rn > 1. 
The contribution tha.t a component nrakcs to a pitch f'alls o!I nrorc quickly w.ith ha.nnonic 
number for high funclanwnta.ls even though the ha.rrnonic weighting function has the r:arne 
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slope (J\!f in .Eq. 9) for all pitches because of the steep falloff in the BB function (Eq. 5) at 
high frequencies. 'J'his causes the dominance region to rnove significantly toward the lowest 
harrn.onic as as the funda.mcnta.l increases. 
[Figure 11 about here.] 
G. Distant Modes and Octave Drops for Ambiguous Stimuli 
Much of the pitch shift data. has been gathered by focusing the attention of experim.enta.l 
su bjccts on a. narrow pitch region centered at h, and has thus neglected the true extent of the 
ambiguity of the pitch sensation in the ambiguous region (Patterson and Wightman, 1976; 
Schouten, H.itsrna a.ncl Cardozo, 19G2). As Schouten cl a./. (1962) showed, the distribution 
of pitch matches i::; rnulti-rnoclal with the various rnodes being clearly separated by a region 
where no matches occnr. Several of the rnodes are near ./(h but wmc rnodes are further a.wa.y. 
Jn the data. on pitch as a function of the ;;hift in equally ::;paced com poncnt::;, the (l.'lnbiquous 
region is characterized by the componcr1to being near the frequencic::; j:,. = fo(l/2+·n), which 
can be written a::; N.f'o/2 for odd integer N. 'J'his ambiguous region. where pitch identification 
jurnp;; discontinnously from one side of' .fo to the other when rnatchir1g i;; constra.ill(cd to a 
narrow ba.ncl about. ./o, is the region where all the contponenl.s are ncar the odd harmonics 
of ./'o/2. Gcr::;on and Gold;;tein (1978) showed that, in l.'a.ct, when the lowc;;t frequency 
component in the stinnrlu;; wa::; an odd rnultiple of fo/2, the lower pitch, .f'o/2, conic! be 
lwa.rcl when pitch rnatc.hes were not restricted to be in a narrow band around /0. Sorne 
of their data. for a. four-cornponent stirnulus are surnrna.rized in Figure l2a. 'J'he rnodel's 
maxirnurn pitch as a. function of the lowe;;t hannonic nmnber, without the rc::;trictions of an 
attentional window, predicts this octave drop, as shown in Figure l2b. 
[Figure 12 about here.] 
A::; can be seen in the Geroon and Gold;;tein data, the relationship between the lowe;;t 
harrnonic number and subjects' pitch matches is one-to-nw.ny (Srnoorenburg, 1970) . Since 
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the lower octave pitch match implies the assignment of non-successive har.monic numbers to 
the stimulus con1ponents, these data rnotivated the least-n1ean-squares tlm1plate rnatching 
extension to the Optimal Processor theory so that it no longer presumed that the stimulus 
was comprised of successive harmonics of some fundamental frequency (Gerson and Gold-
stein, 1978; Goldstein et al., 1978). In addition, as the lower component;; are removed, the 
octave drop becomes less likely. Under these stirnulus condition;;, model bch<wior is br)st 
understood by cxmnining the entire pitch function rather than just the maximal pitch. 
Ra.atgever a.ncl Bilsen (1991) provide further data for cornpa.rison. 'T'.hey presented "an-
harmonic" noise stirnuli that were produced by passing white noise through a delay line 
with delay T and feeding a. fraction g of the delayed version back to the input with a sign 
inversion. Thi;; is different from the rippled noise stimuli discussed earlier where only a delay, 
but no feedback, is used. 'l'hese cornb-Jiltered noise signals have peaks and valleys at the 
sarne spectral locations a.s rippled noise, but the peaks arc sharper (H.aatgevcr a.ncl Bakkurn, 
1986), having power spectra. of the form 
(11) 
'l'he anha.rrnonic noise was passed through a. high pass Ji.lter with a variable cutoH· frequency. 
As the lower peaks in the anharmonic spcctrurn arc reJnovccl, the perception of the lower 
octave percept disappears, giving way to rnatchcs on either side of the pitch with the nominal 
frequency of the spectra.! peak spacing (Figme 1:3). The SPINET model beh<wior ca.n be seen 
by looking at the whole pitch function, where the lower octave peak nwvcs from having the 
highest level of activation to a. relatively lower level as the filter cutofF frequency increases 
(Figure l1 1a-d). 
[Figure 13 about here.] 
[Figure l!J about here.] 
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H. The Phase of a Mistuned Component 
'I'he SPINET model is sensitive to aspects of the fine temporal structure of the input signal 
bcca.uc;e the spectral representation on which the pitch decision ic; based derives frorn finite 
tirne m.casurerncnts of the c;ignal 'Thus the model can be tested on multi-tone complex stimuli 
with varying phase relationships. As in the autocorrelation model of Meclclis and Hewitt 
(1991), SPINE'I' pitch rncasurements arc sensitive to relative phac;cs of cornponents by virtue 
of within-channel cancellation or reinforcing interactions. H components arc completely 
resolved, no phase effects appear in the pitch output. 
llartrnann (1988) perforrnecl a dic;crirnination experiment using a ha.rrnonic signal corn-
posed of the the Grst seven ha.nnonics of 800 Hz in one interval. ln the other interval, the 
sarne stim.ulus was used except that the fourth ha.nnonic wa0 rnistuncd by 2.5%.>. Hartmann 
ma.nipulated the duration of the signal and found as an overall trend that the suiJjccts did 
bett;cr the longer the stimuli. 'J'he irnprovernent was not rnonotonic however, but had dips 
and troughs as a function of duration. Discounting the long tenn irnproverncnt trend, the 
dips and trougho were cyclic: with the period of t;he Btirnulus. 
l\llccldis and Hewitt. (1991 b) showed tha.t their autocorrelation rnodcl produces the sa.rne 
pattern of dip0 and troughs, but c;incc they used only one time con0tant for the running 
autocorrelation functions, the gradual in1proverncnt was not supr.>rirnposccl. Indeed, duration 
per se is not the the critical variable; rathc.>r, it is the phase or the signal over the t.irne window 
in which the pitch funct:ron is nreasured. 
Mcddis and llcwitt (l99lb) plotted this efFect by computing the Euclidean distance be-
tween the rnodel surnmary autocorrelation fnnction for tlw non-rnistuncd cornponent stim.ulus 
and the stimulus with the mistunecl cornponent at dill'ercnt "durations". 'I'hcy assurnecl that 
the percent correct (which IIartrnann rncasurcd) would have the same trend as this distance 
metric. 'I'he SPlNE'f spectral rnodcl produces the sarnc phase sensitivity when interpreted 
in this fashion (Figure 15) but, like the autocorrelation nrodel, shows no long tcrnr trend 
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due to the absence of any integration mechanism that spans tirnc interval;; on the scale of 
100 ms. 
[Figure 15 about here.] 
I. A spectral explanation of a classical phase experiment 
T'o test human sensitivity to phase, H.itsma and Engel (1964) used a quasi-frequency modu-
lated (Ql•'M) ;;ignal with the center frequency component shifted in relation to the flanking 
tone;; by 90 degrees: 
:E(i) = 0.5nz.sin[27r(n ~ J)fi] + ;;in[2nzft + ?r/:2] + 0.5rn;;in[27r(n + l).fi]. (15) 
When n, the harmonic: nurnber of the middle component, wa;; equal to 11 and lil, H.it.snra 
and .Engel (19GiJ) found that subject;; matclw.d pitches to both the fundarnental frequency}' 
and to 2.f. Wbc:~n n = 12 however, they found pitch rnatc:hes above and below ./and 2f, but 
rarely in between. 'I'he results are consistent with a. line ternpora.l sLnrcture "peal-picker" 
algorithm which they advocated. Wightman (l973b) was unable to duplicate the results of 
the experiment however, finding pitches at f (the region about 2./' was not tested) for each 
n == 10, 11, 12,1:1, thereby refuting the idea of phase scn;;itivity to such stirnuli. Wightman 
did not test for pitches near 2f. 
lV!cddis and Ilcwitt (1991b) showed that their rnodel predictions agreed with Wightman's 
(l973b) findings tlra.t for each n = 10,11, 12, 13, pitches a:re found at . .f but not nearby. In 
the region of 2f, however, they found pitches sligh!Jy above or slightly below 2/, but not at 
2f when n is even, and at exactly 2./ for n odd, which agrees with the Ritsrna a.nd [;ngel's 
(1 961) observations. 
A possible explanation of these data. is in terms of the fine tcrnporal structure o[ the 
signal (Ritsma and Engel,l964; lvl.oorc, 1977). ln both phase ca;;es, the envelope has a 
major peak at the fundarnental period 1/ j(1, and a secondary peak at l/2)0. For the z;ero-
pbase condition, the secondary envelope peak is much weaker than the rna.jor peak, while 
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for the phase-shifted condition, the two envelope peaks are alm.ost equal in rnagnitude. Now 
consider how the fine ternporaJ structure is ;;uperimposecl on the envelope structure. 'v\lhen 
the hanmmic number n of the center component is odd, the fine structure has peaks that 
correspond with both envelope peaks. \\Then n is even, however, the fine structure ba;; peaks 
that flank the l/2J0 envelope peak and line up exactly only with the J/.fo envelope pea.lc If 
pitch is determined by measuring the period between fine ;;tructurc peaks that occur near 
envelope peaks, the system could rnake pitch matches ncar 2.fo when n is even. 
T'he pitch output of the SPTNE'I' rnoclcl also agrees with Hitsrna and Engel's (HJM) 
split-peak lin dings around 2/0 for n. even, but the difFerence between l.hc shape of the pitch 
functions nea.r 2f0 for n even versus n odd can be explainc~d without reference to temporal fine 
;;tructu re, and is, in fact, independent of the phase shift of the middle stimulus corrrponcnt. 
l"igurc ](; shows the SPJNE'I' pitch functions for n = J 2, and Figure .L7 shows the sam co for 
n = ll. 
[Figure Hi about here.] 
[Figure .L7 about here.] 
'l'hc explanation for the IJchavior parallels the explanation for the arnbiguous region in tire 
paradigrn of equally spaced shifted components discussed in Section G. When n is even, two 
of the three cornponcnts arc odd rnultiplcs of ./[J, ancl therefore arc shifted to frequency values 
that arc exactly half wa.y between hamronics of 2/0 . T'hc presence of these two components 
rnake the 2/o pitch rnatch unlikely. In the SPINET rnodd, these 1,wo cornponcnts contril.mtc 
to a. dip in the pitch function, working against the middle cornponent tha.t contributes to the 
;;trcngth of the 2.f'0 pitch. When n is odd, two of the three components arc even harrnonics 
of .f'o ami arc therefore (successive) ha.rrnonics of 2.f(1• A pitch pea.k a 2./(~, regardless of the 
component phase relationships, i;; thns not snrpri;;ing. 
Further contributing to the absence of a.ny pitch rna.tch at 2./'0 when n is even, is tha,t the 
two anharmonic peaks a.re on the "edge" of the signal spectrum, while the only harmonic of 
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2fo is interpolated between thern and is subject to the "partial nrasking" effect discussed at 
the end of Sec. III H. In terms of the rnodel, this edge e!Tect occ.u.rs becn.use the competitive 
interactions (Eq. 7) between frequency locations in the spectral representation, enhance the 
edges of the excitation pattern coming frorn the bank of periphera.l filters. 
V Conclusion 
'J'hc Spatial Pitch Net rnodel generateii a spatial reprc:oeni.at.ion of pitch frorn a spectral 
representation of the auditory stirnulus. A key feature of the model is a set of weighting 
[unctions for harrnonics that decrease with harmonic nmnber. 'J'hc weighting function;; obvi-
, 
ate the need for an a priori ai.tentional window to prevent all subhannonics of a given pitch 
frorn assuming an equal pitch strength. The forms of the weighting functions are capable 
of explaining the "dorninance region" data !'or harmonic contributions to pitch. 'J'he model 
can handle continuous :opcci.ra such as rippled noise as well as the nwre standard spectra. of 
discrete tones. 
'J'he SPINET' model is constructed using c:ornponents similar to those found in several 
different spectral and neural network models. '!'he synthesis has cnablc~cl the rnoclel to be 
;;uc:cessfully tested on a breadth of dai.a, not atternpted by any single spectral rnodel prcvi-
ously. Using one model to explore such a range of data brings a coherency of explanation 
to, for example, the utility of center-,;urround mechanisms for rnocleling rippled uoise data, 
p,;ychophysica.lly and physiologically rneasured inhibitory interactions, and phenorncna such 
as partial masking and edge pitch. Due to the frequency component interactions in the 
peripheral filters u;;ecl to derive the specl.ral rcprc:>cntation, some ternporal cJf'ccts such as 
component phase relationships can be ;;imulatecl which are not typically explored with forrnal 
spectral rnodels. 
'I'he SPINE'I' nrodcl produces as output a strength value across a spatial representation 
of pitch, rather than the frequency of tlw rnost likely pitch. ]i; is based on the idea of a 
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"central spectrum" representation of the auditory signal, rather than the fine structme of 
a ten1pora.l wa.vcl'orm (Licklider, 1951; Mecldis and llcwitt, 1991). A spatia.] reprcsenta.tion 
of activation across pitch in response to ea.ch stimulus is important in part because .it ca.n 
provide an explanation for data on rcspon:ocs to ambiguous stirnuli. More importantly, such 
a spatial repre:oenta.tion can be naturally integrated into the clyna.rnics of a. larger architecture 
for auditory and speech perception (cf., Hoardrna.n, Cohen, and Grossberg, 1993; Bocudrnan, 
Grossberg, a.nd Cob en, 19911; Cohen and GnJssberg, I 986; Cohen, Gros:oberg and Stork, 
I 988; Govindarajan, Grossberg, Wyse, and Cohen, 1994; Grossberg, Boardrna.n, and Cohen, 
1994; Grossberg and Stone, 1986). For example, if a.ttcnbona.l factors arc used to prirne a 
particular frequency region, then the spatial pitch representation plays an important role in 
understanding how att.entional focusing can alter the ensuing pitch percept. This kind of 
rnodcl can also use pitches as cues to group together the conrponerrt;o of the sarne oounrl source 
and to separate different sources from one another in the auditory scene. Govindarajan, 
Grossberg, Wyse, and Cohen (1994) have elllbedclecl the SPINE'J' rnoclcl into a larger neural 
architecture for auditory scene ana.lysi:o and source separation in which both pitch and spatial 
location cues can be used to separate lrarrnonica.lly overlapping sound :oourccs, as in a c:ockta.il 
party situation. 
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Appendix A: Summary of Data addressed by Various 
Models 
Tables I and II summarize the pitch data that have been addressee! by various rnodels, either 
in the original rnodeling work, or in rnodiilcd ver;;ion;; or di;;cus;;ions by the original other;; 
or other;; in the literature. A "y'" means that the n:Jodel produces a reasonable fit to the 
data, "N'J'" (not tried) rneans there ha;; been no published discussion, and "X" means that 
the model has been shown not to work [or the particular data. 'J'his table is intended only 
for a quick comparison, and it should be understood that many o[ the models have several 
difFerent incarnation;; that might change an entry in the table. 
['fable 1 about here.] 
['fable 2 about here.] 
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1.1 Five different pitch acl.ival.ion func:tions with peaks centered aronnd the fo 
of stimulus;! in the Plornp experimental paradigm (see text). (a) For fo = 
I 00/Iz. (b) For ./(1 = 1100Hz. As rn increase:> frorn l to 5, the strength of 
activation for the pitch below fa increases, while for the pitch above /o it 
decreases. 'J'he value of m. at which the lower pitch becorncs rnore strongly 
activated than the upper pitch is near 5 for fo == 100 Jh (a), and near l for 
fo = 1100 H:c (b). 
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12 a) Data show octave shifts in the vicinity of the "ambiguous region" in re-
sponse to stirnuli of Four components spaced by 200 Hz (reprinted with per-
mission from Gerson and Goldstein, 1978). b) 'J'he model response to the 
same stimuli. In the "ambiguous region" .. the components are shifted to be 
in between the harmonics of fo = 200 Hz, or equivently, to be near the odd 
41 
numbered harrnonics of .fo/2 = 100 Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5'1 
13 For anharmonic cornb illtcred noise spectra having sharp peaks at locations 
in between hannonic locations, data from Ra.atgever and Bilsen (1991) show 
that as lower harmonics are rernovecl, the tendency for the lower octave pitch 
to be perceived disappears. (Reprinted with permission). . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
14 Model pitch ot.rengt.h (in arbitrary units) a.s a. function of J;,;,.d,/./ir· As the 
lower harmonics (n = 1, .. , 5) arc rcrnoved, the. tendency to hear the pitch an 
octave below .fo disappears. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
15 a) Data of liartmann (1988). T'hc long term improverncnt shows a duration 
effect, the superimposed periodic patt.crn shows <1- phase dl'cct on discrirnini-
bility. b) 'I' he Euclidian distance between the nrodel pitch function in response 
to the r·cferencc ha.rrnonic cornplex and ir1 response to the cornplcx with the 
nristuncd 4th cornporwnL (corresponding the "phase=l80" condition in the 
Hartmann data). While phase is the eH'ective variable, the stirrntlus has a. 
period of 50 rns so that :360 deg rnaps to dma.l.ions of 50n n1s, n = l, 2, 3.... 57 
16 Model pitch fun ct. ions in response to a. 3-- tone sl.i rrllll us of 2000:J: 1671Iz a.) Ncar 
.fir= IG7.Hz, components at 0 pha.;;e, b)Nea.r }rr = IG71Lo, middle cornponcnt 
a.t 90 degrees phase, c) Near 2/(J = :l:JJII z, cornponents aL 0 phase, a.nd cl) 
Ncar 2.f0 = il;JilH z, rniddlc conrponenL at 90 degrees phase. Tht: pitch funcLion 
always peaks a.L the fer = l67IJ ;:, but dip; a.t 2)0, rcga.rdless of pha;;e, when 
the rniddlc component. is even (here n = 12). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
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17 !VIodcl pitch functions in response to a :l-tone stimulus of 2000± 182Hz a) Near 
fo =182Hz, components at 0 phase, b)Ncar fo =182Hz, rnidclle component 
at 90 degrees phase, c) Near 2}(1 = 364Hz, components at 0 phase, and d) 
Near 2}~ = 364Hz, middle component at 90 degrees phase. 1'he pitch function 
always peaks a.t tlw fo = 1821/z and at 2f0 , regardless of phase, when the 
42 
rnidcllc component is odd (here n = 11). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 
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arnb. 
Model 
n1ultiple region AM noise Cos+ Cos- 'J'r.iton pitches octave Par ad 
e 
ox 
drop 
-
SPINET' v v X j J v 
--
Goldstein xa v X vb Vc N'I' 
Wightman v NT" X J xe NT 
------ - ----·---··· 
lVlcdclis & v NT v J v NT' 
lil'l~i j_j,_ 
---- ---
Yost ----:;-· N']' X --- J =J~-~~ NT' 
~-------;---
v 
·-·-- J -- --~···· -~--
----:.F 
'I'crhardt X NT' 
Duifhuis v we-
--------
--l\f1'-- N'I' N'I' X 
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·==-=c -- .. =··· --··--..• -···- -
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'fABLE A-TI. 
"Bul. see Dnifhuis' extension of Goldstein's rnodel below 
&Discussed by (Bilsen and Goldstein, 1971), they look for the optimal !it between the 
spcc1.rurn and a sinusoidal function 
cPresurnably the same as for Cos+ noise (Bilsen and Goldstein, 1974) 
dBut prec:urnably would with a spectral atteni.ional window 
c(Yost and llill, 1979; Hill and Yost, 1978) 
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mistunc 1 
existence pitch pitch shift, Model dorninanccr compo-
reg10n shifts slopes 
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'fABLE A-1. 
"But not a great !it, as discussed in the text 
"But with a di:ITercnt interpretation than the clctenninistic rnodels 
cNeed to add conrbination tones 
J 
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f---- NT 
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"'I'hey did not run the Plornp dominance region cxpcri1nental paradigm, but presumably 
they could s.ince they invoke the dominance region concept in explaining the perfonnance of 
their 1nodcl. 
'But not a great fit, as discus:;cd in the text 
fPresurnably only, discussed by (Patterson and Wightman, 197G) 
9 l'resurnahly only, discnssed by (Patterson and W.ightman, l97G) 
